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A B S T R A C T  
This report draws on data from around the United States to describe the features of a successful 
railway/highway at-grade crossing management program; it emphasizes the highway/trackbed 
structures and crossing surfaces. Developing a structurally adequate crossing system is 
imperative, as this will produce a smooth surface and a stable highway/trackbed that prolongs 
crossings’ lifespans while keeping maintenance costs low and minimizing the number of 
disruptions encountered by highway and railway traffic. An overview of the guidance issued by 
several transportation agencies and organizations to facilitate the design and construction of 
railway/highway at-grade crossings is included here. Equally important to developing a robust 
network of crossings is defining a clear division of labor between federal, state, and local 
transportation agencies and railroad companies. As such, this report discusses administrative 
procedures and state-level regulations that influence railway/highway at-grade crossing practices. 
This information is presented for AASHTO, AREMA, FRA, FHWA, MUTCD, as well as 
several states, including Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Georgia, Michigan, and West Virginia. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
An ideal railway/highway at-grade crossing is designed to fulfill its primary purpose of 
establishing a smooth surface while providing for the safe passage of rubber-tired vehicles across 
railroad tracks. Rehabilitating and/or replacing railway/highway at-grade crossings account for 
significant track maintenance expenses for public agencies across all levels of government and 
the railroad industry. However, large numbers of crossings have conventional all-granular 
trackbed designs that deteriorate at a more rapid rate than the adjacent trackbed and pavement. 
The primary cause of this deterioration is the structural pressures exerted by the combined 
railway and highway loadings within the shared crossing area as well as the difficulty in 
maintaining adequate drainage within the immediate crossing area. This jointly-used area is an 
expensive unit cost of the railway line and highway. State transportation agencies and railroad 
companies have expressed mounting interest in recent years in adopting improved trackbed 
crossing designs that provide enhanced structural resiliency, which in turn lengthens their service 
lives. This trend has spanned technology-based design parameters and crossing management 
techniques, with stakeholders working to identify the optimal engineering solutions to ensure 
that railway/highway at-grade crossing installations have acceptable long-term performances. 
Several transportation agencies and organizations now provide guidelines and standards 
for proper design and construction techniques to use at railway/highway at-grade crossings. This 
report discusses guidance that has been released by organizations and publications such as the 
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), the American 
Railway Engineering and Maintenance-of-Way Association (AREMA), the Federal Railroad 
Administration (FRA), the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), and FHWA’s Manual on 
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), as well as several states. This review focuses on 
administrative regulations and state statutes that inform the renewal of railway/highway at-grade 
crossings. A number of states have successfully developed standard at-grade crossing 
management practices. Comprehensive information on crossing renewal was obtained from 
several states, and detailed descriptions are included of the six effective state-level programs, 
specifically those in Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Georgia, Michigan, and West Virginia.  
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
Problem Statement 
 Highway/railway at-grade crossings mark the convergence of two of the most critical 
portions of the transportation network. For this reason, it is essential that the quality of these 
crossings is maintained. However, maintaining crossing quality is not an easy task. Due to the 
combination of highway and railroad traffic, at-grade crossings are exposed repetitively to heavy 
loads carried by passing trains and trucks. As a result, settlement at these crossings occurs 
quickly. Settlement greatly affects the quality of the crossing by increasing its surface roughness, 
which negatively impacts the motoring public and railroads alike. Crossing roughness can be 
attributed to the roughness of either the highway approach or the immediate crossing surface. 
Trains deflect wood tie track as much as 0.25-0.50 in. (6-12 mm), while vehicular traffic deflects 
the highway a miniscule amount. Thus, it is necessary to maintain a stiffer track structure within 
the crossing area to minimize the wear and abrasion of track components. The variation between 
the deflection and stiffness in the components of the crossing structure contributes substantially 
to crossing roughness.  
From the perspective of railroads, rough crossings caused by excessive settlement 
adversely affect railroad operations by potentially slowing trains (increasing slow orders) and 
increasing maintenance costs. In addition, settlement places in jeopardy the safe movement of 
trains over crossings because excessive settlement affects the geometric features of the rail line, 
which increases the likelihood of derailments. Vehicular traffic is affected similarly. Rough 
crossings not only create undesirable driving conditions, but may also contribute to heightened 
safety problems. At-grade crossings remain hazardous despite drastic industry-wide safety 
improvements over the past 40 years. In 2007, 95 percent of rail-related fatalities involved grade 
crossing collisions or trespassers. Vehicle-train collisions resulting in serious injury and death 
still occur frequently (FRA, 2013). Rough crossings potentially increase the risk for collisions by 
forcing motorists to reduce their speed and/or divert their attention from oncoming trains onto 
the crossing surface.  
 Minimizing crossing roughness improves the operating efficiency of train and vehicular 
traffic. Limiting the deceleration of trains near at-grade crossings reduces fuel consumption and 
minimizes company and consumer costs. Likewise, delays caused by at-grade crossings can 
impose significant costs in terms of loss of time and energy for vehicular traffic. As railroad and 
highway volumes continue to mount, the prevalence of rough crossings will increase unless new 
standards for at-grade crossing rehabilitation and renewal are established.  
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Because successful grade crossing programs require cooperation between a number of 
different stakeholders, including state, local, and federal agencies and private railroad 
companies, developing a designated program is crucial. The multi-jurisdictional nature of state 
agencies illustrates the need for a coordinated program. Federal legislation over the past 40 years 
has been instrumental in diminishing the responsibility railroad companies have to fund grade 
crossing improvement projects. Much of this financial responsibility has since been absorbed by 
state agencies. This matter is complicated by the fact that federal funds oftentimes do not cover 
maintenance activities, nor do state agencies’ jurisdictions extend to include all crossings. 
Without a designated program to renew and maintain crossings it is difficult to maintain them in 
a good state of repair. Our findings suggest that tasking a smaller, more centralized decision-
making committee to lead this effort makes coordination and program administration more 
manageable.  
 Background 
 While the beginnings of the railroad industry can be traced to the early 1830s, particular 
attention to the improvement of at-grade crossings was not paid until many years later. Initial 
grade crossing programs were aimed primarily at improving safety. In 1916, Congress passed the 
Federal-Aid Road Act, which stands as the first federal legislation pertaining to at-grade 
crossings (FHWA, 2007). This program allocated federal funds for improvement projects that 
sought to eliminate hazards at crossings. Although funding for initial projects was divided 
equally between the federal government and railroad companies, the majority of financial 
responsibility wound up falling onto the railroad companies. But following the onset of the Great 
Depression in 1929, funding responsibility shifted dramatically. The National Industrial 
Recovery Act of 1933 earmarked $300 million for states to fund at-grade crossing safety 
improvement projects (FHWA, 2007). Over the ensuing ten years, 3,844 grade crossings were 
eliminated, 655 grade separations were performed, and 4,652 crossings were fitted with traffic 
control devices. In 1944, the Federal-Aid Highway Act provided 100 percent federal funding for 
hazard elimination at crossings on the Federal-aid Highway System (FHWA, 2007).  
The rapid growth in railroad and vehicular traffic volumes over grade crossings fostered a 
burgeoning recognition of the need for states to provide funding for grade crossing improvement 
projects. California became the first state to address this concern when, in 1953, it developed a 
designated crossing fund to pay for grade crossing improvement projects (FHWA, 2007). By 
1972, 24 states had established similar funding programs.  
Still, the majority of federal initiatives focused on improving safety at grade crossings. In 
1970, Congress passed the Highway Safety Act and the Federal Railroad Safety Act, which both 
contained provisions for eliminating hazards at grade crossings. These programs facilitate 
awareness by combining an investigative and research-oriented approach. In response to the 
1970 Acts, the following year, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and the Federal 
Railroad Administration (FRA) released a two-part report documenting crossing safety programs 
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and made recommendations for further safety improvements. Congress responded to the report, 
and in 1973 Section 203 of the Highway Trust Fund was established. Section 203 allocated $175 
million for crossing improvements on the Federal-Aid Highway System. The program gave each 
state a mandate to determine the best use of their appropriated funds. By 1975, all public and 
private crossings had been documented in the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) 
National Highway-Rail Crossing Inventory Program. The inventory highlighted the need to 
expand the federal funding umbrella. Prior to the 1975 inventory, 77 percent of crossings were 
not located on the Federal-Aid Highway System, and thus ineligible for federal funding (FHWA, 
2007). In 1976, Congress expanded the Section 203 program to include all public crossings. An 
additional $250 million was allocated from the Highway Trust Fund for crossings on the Federal-
Aid Highway System, and $168.75 million was authorized for those crossings not included on 
the Federal-Aid Highway System (FHWA, 2007).  
The formal distinction between crossings located on or off of the Federal-Aid System 
was eliminated when, in 1978, the Surface Transportation Assistance Act expanded the Section 
203 program by authorizing $760 million for safety improvements (FHWA, 2007). Nearly ten 
years later, the Surface Transportation Assistance Act established Section 130 in Chapter 23 of 
the United States Code. For the first time, the Federal-Aid Rail-Highway Grade Crossing Safety 
Program became permanently enshrined into law. Section 130 continues to serve as the chief 
source of federal funding for transportation improvement projects throughout the country 
(FHWA, 2013). What the formation of Section 130 triggered was a movement for individual 
states to develop programs designated for grade crossing surface renewal and maintenance. With 
federal funds secure, states were able to identify additional sources of statewide funding that 
enabled the advancement of these grade crossing programs.  
One of the most recent major federal initiatives addressing at-grade crossings passed 
Congress in 2005 when the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act – A 
Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) was signed into law (FHWA, 2005). The legislation required 
that each state develop a Strategic Highway Safety Plan (SHSP). SAFETEA-LU was significant 
in that it continued Section 130 funding by authorizing $220 million for grade crossing 
improvement projects (FHWA, 2005). Despite being initially enacted to continue through fiscal 
year (FY) 2009, the SAFETEA-LU program was extended through FY 2011 before expiring the 
following year. On July 12, 2012, the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-
21) was signed into law, and serves as the SAFETEA-LU successor for future surface 
transportation improvement projects. MAP-21 has allocated $105 billion for this purpose for 
fiscal years 2013 and 2014, with $220 million designated for highway-railroad at-grade crossing 
improvements (USDOT, 2013).   
Currently, most states rely heavily on three sources of federal funding for grade crossing 
surface renewal and maintenance projects. These sources include: 1) the state’s federal-aid 
highway fund, 2) Section 130 funds, and 3) other programs within the SHSP. Additional funds 
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provided by various state and local agencies may be used, while their administration varies from 
state to state.  
 Project Objectives 
The Developing a Recommended Standard for Highway/Railway At-Grade Crossing 
Management Practices Project aims to, first and foremost, recommend to the Kentucky 
Transportation Cabinet (KYTC) a standard best practice procedure for the construction and 
rehabilitation of at-grade crossings throughout the state. Ideally, the best practice standard that is 
implemented will maximize the life cycle of at-grade crossings, improve rideability, lower 
construction and maintenance expenses, and develop a “fast track” approach that minimizes 
traffic impediments. A vital component of a statewide standard practice is improving the 
relationship between railroad companies and KYTC. Developing a consistent standard practice 
that benefits both the state agency and the railroad company will be instrumental for improving 
this relationship and creating a more cooperative approach in future projects.  
 In order to develop a standard best practice procedure, it is necessary to compile 
information from different sources where these practices have been implemented. Several states 
across the country have successfully implemented some form of standard at-grade crossing 
renewal procedures. Studying established management practices for various states and 
customizing those findings for the State of Kentucky will be critical to helping evolve its 
program to meet the state’s unique needs. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Research Sources 
 Several transportation agencies and organizations provide guidelines and standards 
regarding the proper construction and design for railroad-highway at-grade crossings. When 
constructing at-grade crossings, it is important that the procedures meet the standards established 
by these agencies. Additionally, administrative regulations and state statutes set up laws that 
govern railroad and at-grade crossing practices. Together, these organizations and guidelines 
combine to serve as the foundation for grade crossing design, implementation, and maintenance. 
The following sections briefly describe some of these agencies and organizations. 
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) 
 AASHTO is a nonprofit association that represents highway and transportation 
departments in each of the 50 states and serves as the chief body for the development of highway 
design and construction guidelines. The Green Book focuses primarily on highway design; its 
contribution to at-grade crossing standards is centered on the highway aspects of the joint 
crossing area. In 2011, AASHTO released its 6th and most recent edition of “A Policy on 
Geometric Design of Highways and Streets”. While much of the handbook consists of highway 
design specifications, Chapter 9.12 is devoted entirely to railroad-highway at-grade crossings. 
Information concerning standard horizontal and vertical alignment of highway approaches to at-
grade crossings is provided in this section of the handbook. Additionally, the handbook offers 
guidance on crossing design and sight distance requirements at crossings. For years, the standard 
guidelines developed by AASHTO have served as the benchmark for the design of highway 
approaches to at-grade crossings. Figure 2.1 depicts the alignment specifications for a typical 
railroad-highway grade crossing as defined by AASHTO (AASHTO, 2011). 
 
Figure 2.1: Highway-Railroad At-Grade Crossing 
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The American Railway Engineering and Maintenance-of-Way Association  
 The American Railway Engineering and Maintenance-of-Way Association (AREMA) is 
a technical association that specializes in the development and advancement of knowledge in the 
railroad industry. Since its inception in 1997, AREMA has released numerous publications 
focusing on establishing recommended practices pertaining to the design, construction, and 
maintenance of railway infrastructure. Each year, AREMA releases a new edition of its “Manual 
for Railway Engineering”, which serves as the primary source for railroad design specifications. 
The manual is prepared by a collection of railroad professionals with extensive expertise in the 
railroad industry. It provides specifications and design recommendations for all aspects of the 
railroad, including the track, structures, infrastructure, passenger facilities, and systems 
management. Part 8 of Chapter 5, Volume 1 (Track) of the “Manual for Railway Engineering” is 
dedicated entirely to design recommendations for railroad-highway at-grade crossings. This 
section contains a broad range of recommendations for several dimensions of at-grade crossings, 
including: general crossing design, roadway alignment, roadway approach pavement, roadway 
approach grades, general safety regulations, crossing locations, highway work zone traffic 
control, railroad coordination, track crossing surface maintenance and rehabilitation, subgrade, 
ballast, ties, fastening devices, rail, crossing width, and flangeway width and depth (AREMA, 
2013). AREMA routinely updates its publications to keep pace with ongoing research, so it is 
important that state and federal agencies, as well as railroad companies, maintain consistent 
knowledge of the wealth of information that AREMA has at its disposal.  
 
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) 
 The FRA is an agency in the United States Department of Transportation that enforces 
railroad safety regulations. The FRA regulates the aspects of grade crossing safety related to the 
railroad, including track safety; train-activated warning devices; type of lighting to be placed on 
a locomotive; the audibility of the train horns; the inspection, testing, and maintenance standards 
for active grade crossing signal system safety; and train safety. The FRA has been the primary 
organization that has spearheaded the movement for increased safety awareness in the railroad 
industry. The agency has developed the Highway-Rail Crossing Safety and Trespass Prevention 
Program, which aims to reduce the number of collisions at-grade crossings. The FRA also 
provides research on technical aspects of grade crossing safety. Through coordination with other 
transportation administrations, including the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) and 
the Transportation Research Board (TRB), the FRA has focused research efforts on critical 
safety measures, including visual and audio warnings, motor vehicle and train-presence 
detection, crossing geometry, crossing-gate and flashing-light technologies, Intelligent 
Transportation System (ITS) prototype demonstrations, and the impact of developing the 
National ITS Architecture. Increased safety awareness, training, and research administrated by 
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the FRA have helped reduce the number of fatalities at railroad-highway at-grade crossings by 
45 percent since 1994 (FRA, 2013). 
 
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 
The FHWA is the chief agency that supervises the construction, maintenance, and 
preservation of the nation’s highways. It also provides assistance to local agencies and conducts 
ongoing research. With respect to at-grade crossings, since 2005, the FHWA has administered 
the distribution of funds authorized by the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation 
Equity Act (SAFETEA-LU) and the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-
21) to each state. As mentioned above, the Section 130 Fund allocated $220 million annually for 
railroad-highway at-grade crossing safety improvement projects from fiscal years 2006-2011 
(FHWA, 2013). Allocation to states varied, with each state receiving a minimum of 0.5 percent. 
The FHWA mandated that 50 percent of the funds go to traffic control device improvement, with 
the remaining percentage to be used at the discretion of individual states. The SAFETEA-LU Act 
has been instrumental in improving safety at crossings, having helped prevent an estimated 
10,500 fatalities and 51,000 nonfatal injuries (FHWA, 2005). Following its expiration in 2012, 
funds that had previously been disbursed via SAFETEA-LU were provided by MAP-21, which is 
the most recent federal legislation regarding transportation improvement projects. Similar to 
SAFETEA-LU, MAP-21 has extended Section 130 funds and allocates $220 million for railroad-
highway at-grade crossing improvement projects for fiscal years 2013 and 2014 (USDOT, 2010). 
The FHWA has maintained its role as the chief distributor of funds provided by this program. 
 
Many states rely heavily on this federal funding for at-grade surface renewals and 
rehabilitation projects. The $220 million allotment has remained relatively unchanged during the 
last twenty years (varying from $140 M-$155 M since 1987), as has the method for the 
allocating funds to the states (FHWA, 2013). The distribution of the Section 130 Fund is 
apportioned based on a formula developed at its inception in 1987. Half of the funds are 
distributed to each state based on the ratio of the number of public crossings in the state to the 
number of public crossings in the country. The remaining 50 percent is divided on the basis of 
area, population, and road mileage. The Section 130 Fund for at-grade crossing safety 
improvements is available at a 90 percent federal share, with the remaining 10 percent covered 
by the State, local agencies, or railroad companies. Under some circumstances, the Section 130 
fund may constitute a 100 percent federal share. The decision to allow 100 percent federal 
funding lies with the individual states. 
 
In addition to administering funds allocated by SAFETEA-LU and MAP-21, the FHWA 
finances significant research efforts in the transportation field. The FHWA is responsible for 
publishing two of the most widely used handbooks used in the transportation industry: the 
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) and the Grade Crossing Handbook. 
These handbooks receive periodic updates, after which representatives that work for the FHWA 
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distribute them. Each handbook is a vital source for developing guidelines for various 
transportation projects, particularly those associated with railroad-highway at-grade crossings. 
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) 
 The MUTCD defines the standards used for the installation and maintenance of traffic 
control devices on all public roads. The MUTCD is published by the FHWA for the purpose of 
standardizing all traffic control devices, including road markings, highway signs, and traffic 
signals nationwide. It plays an instrumental role in providing standards that contribute to safer 
transportation facilities. Since its initial launch in 1971, the MUTCD has been updated regularly 
to meet the ever-evolving transportation demands and to account for the development of new 
technologies in the transportation field. Part 8 of the MUTCD contains specific guidelines for 
railroad-highway at-grade crossings. This section provides a comprehensive set of guidelines 
outlining the proper design, size, and placement of signs, pavement markings, light signals, and 
traffic control signals at-grade crossings (FHWA, 2009). In addition to providing guidelines, the 
manual includes depictions of signs along with appropriate dimensions and requirements for 
their placement in relation to the crossing surface. Guidelines provided by the MUTCD continue 
to serve as the principal source for traffic control devices at-grade crossings.  
Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Handbook 
 In 2007, in coordination with the United States Department of Transportation, the FHWA 
released the revised second edition of the “Railway-Highway Grade Crossing Handbook.” The 
handbook is the most comprehensive source for information regarding at-grade crossings. It 
compiles information from the various agencies that administer design and construction 
guidelines for at-grade crossings, including the “Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices” 
and “A Policy on the Geometric Design of Highways and Streets.” In addition, the handbook 
provides salient information from several of the governing agencies, including the Federal 
Railroad Administration, the USDOT, the Transportation Research Board, AASHTO, and 
AREMA. The handbook contains general information about the development of at-grade 
crossings and the laws that govern them; a detailed analysis of the components that make up the 
crossing; an assessment of crossing safety and operation; an analysis of the use of proper traffic 
control devices; a discussion outlining the proper implementation of crossings, including 
funding, accounting, design and construction, and traffic control; a description of maintenance 
techniques; an evaluation of projects and programs; and a brief overview of supporting programs 
(FHWA, 2007). Furthermore, excerpts from various state grade crossing policies, including 
sample collision reports, crossing evaluation reports, crossing consolidation and closure 
strategies, and preemption calculation procedures are included in the appendices (FHWA, 2007). 
Among the general information provided in the handbook is an extensive discussion on safety 
improvements in the railroad industry; there are accompanying figures and tables prepared by the 
USDOT and the FRA. Whether it is for the casual individual just interested in learning about at-
grade crossings, or the professional engineer searching for design standards, the “Railroad-
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Highway Grade Crossing Handbook” provides valuable information for a wide array of 
functions. The handbook has been an especially important source for gathering information 
summarized in this report.   
State Administrative Regulations 
 Administrative regulations govern the activities of administrative agencies in the United 
States government. In many states, administrative regulations specify the extent to which 
governing agencies hold jurisdiction over grade crossings. This may include the distinction 
between public and private crossings as well as the relationship between railroad companies and 
local or state agencies. Administrative regulations also enforce the laws that dictate the grade 
crossing and railroad domain. In the State of Kentucky, administrative regulations give the 
Transportation Cabinet authority to oversee railroads and confer to it powers previously held by 
the Railroad Commission. Title 603 of the Kentucky Administrative Regulations (KAR) outlines 
the powers of the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet’s (KYTC) Department of Highways. Most of 
the regulations focused on railroad companies and grade crossings are in this section. A broader 
depiction of the powers of the KYTC is included in Title 600 of the KAR. 
State Statutes 
 Statutes are formal laws written and enacted by legislative bodies. Statutes differ from 
administrative regulations and case law in that legislative bodies enact them, whereas case law 
emerges from court rulings, and regulations are determined by governmental agencies. While in 
most states, administrative regulations spell out the jurisdiction of governing agencies over at-
grade crossings, state statutes enshrine into the law the various aspects of grade crossing 
programs. In cases where states do not maintain a designated grade crossing program, statutes 
define specific regulations pertaining to railroad companies or grade crossings in particular. 
Chapter 277 of Title XXIV of the Kentucky Revised Statutes (KRS) governs the organization 
and operation of railroad companies in the state. Most of the information relating to grade 
crossings can be found in this chapter. Regulations mandating the now-defunct Railroad 
Commission are included in Chapter 276, and Chapter 174 of Title XV provides broad 
guidelines for KYTC. 
 
 
Typical Rubber/Asphalt Crossing Surface 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
Model State Case Studies 
 
    Several states throughout the country have successfully developed standard at-grade crossing 
management practices. Many of these states have generously provided information for the 
purposes of this research project. Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Georgia, Michigan, and West Virginia 
have been the most forthcoming with comprehensive information. Detailed descriptions of the 
programs that have been implemented in these states are provided in this section of the report. 
 
Illinois 
 Two entities manage the rehabilitation of grade crossings in the State of Illinois. 
Crossings that exist on the state road network fall under the jurisdiction of the Illinois 
Department of Transportation (IDOT), while the Illinois Commerce Commission (ICC) manages 
crossings located on local roads and streets. The ICC oversees the majority of grade crossing 
renewal projects throughout the state. Of the 7800 at-grade crossings statewide, only 760 are 
located on state roads. Therefore, the ICC has the challenge of managing over 7000 crossings in 
Illinois. The following sections of the report discuss the two separate grade crossing authorities 
and the manner in which each handles grade crossing surface renewal projects. 
Illinois Commerce Commission 
 In 2011, the ICC established the Grade Crossing Protection Fund (GCPF). The GCPF 
serves as the primary source of funding for grade crossing surface renewal projects. Upon 
implementation of the GCPF in 2011, $750,000 was allocated for surface renewals each year. By 
2015, this amount will be doubled to $1.5 million if the ICC can offer documented evidence that 
the projects executed to date have measurably enhanced crossing safety. GCPF assistance is 
granted on a per-request basis. Railroads may apply for assistance on grade crossing projects that 
affect local roads and streets only. When applied, GCPF funds are used solely for material cost 
reimbursement. The railroad company involved in the project is responsible for all other costs 
associated with the surface renewal, including labor. Material costs that are eligible for 
reimbursement include contractual services for asphalt paving and work zone traffic control in 
addition to the crossing surface material. Design materials for surface renewal projects are 
selected by the railroad with the aid and supervision of county engineers. A sampling of GCPF 
documents is included in Appendix B. 
 To qualify for assistance, selected grade crossings must meet several requirements set 
forth by the ICC. Crossings that are located on a segment of track that is scheduled for major 
track rehabilitation improvements within twelve months from the date of submission are 
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ineligible for GCPF assistance. Crossings identified for a surface renewal must be consistently 
maintained by the railroad to meet specifications provided in 92 Illinois Administrative Code 
1535. The GCPF will cover the selected material costs only under the condition that the chosen 
design meets ICC standards. These standards are based upon Annual Average Daily Traffic 
(AADT) and whether a crossing is along a designated truck route. The design criteria fall in one 
of three AADT categories: AADT volumes less than 500 vehicles per day, AADT volumes 
between 500 and 5,000 vehicles per day, and AADT volumes greater than 5,000 vehicles per 
day. Additional design and construction measures are required for designated truck routes.  
Railroad companies can appeal for assistance from the GCPF by submitting a formal 
letter of request. For each state fiscal year, the ICC prepares a list of potential crossing renewal 
projects. Railroads are given 60 days to submit a list of crossings in need of surface renewal as 
well as cost information associated with the scope of work. The ICC then selects the crossing 
renewal locations, and a Stipulated Agreement is prepared for each railroad company. The 
Stipulated Agreement outlines the scope of work, technical specifications, and division of costs. 
Once all of the agreements have been negotiated, the ICC Rail Safety Section submits an Order 
to the Commission recommending assistance from the GCPF. After completing the Order by the 
Commission, a railroad company must finish surface renewal within the time designated in the 
Commission Order. The railroad bears responsibility for any future maintenance costs for the 
new crossing surface. GCPF-assisted surface renewals are typically completed within 180-270 
days of the authorization date. The ICC specifies apportionment of the GCPF based on railroad 
class. Class I railroads receive 75 percent of the GCPF assistance, while regional and short-line 
railroads receive between five percent and 20 percent, respectively. Appendix A includes a 
sample of a typical Grade Crossing Inventory. 
Illinois Department of Transportation 
 The Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) has jurisdiction over the 760 at-grade 
crossings on the state road network. IDOT is divided into nine local districts. Each district 
employs a railroad liaison that has extensive expertise in the railroad industry and an intimate 
knowledge of the district. The railroad liaison oversees all at-grade crossing surface renewal 
projects in their district. Selecting which surface renewal projects are chosen is a decision made 
primarily by the railroad liaison and/or railroad company. District residents are also encouraged 
to voice complaints if certain grade crossings are hazardous to vehicular traffic. The railroad 
liaison evaluates the complaints, and based on their professional judgment, decides which grade 
crossings require surface renewal. After a project is selected, the local liaison and railroad 
company negotiate the design criteria. There is a diligent effort to have the liaison maintain an 
upstanding relationship with the railroad companies in the district so that their advice on certain 
aspects of the design and construction are applied. Further, the liaison is present at the 
construction site throughout the project’s entirety to ensure that it progresses in a manner that is 
consistent with IDOT standards. 
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 The primary funding source for IDOT grade crossing surface renewal projects is the 
Federal Safety Fund (Section 130). Additional local and state funds may also be used. As is the 
case with projects funded by the GCPF, the Section 130 fund covers only the cost of materials. 
Additional costs, including labor and miscellaneous costs are absorbed by the railroad. 
IDOT developed a roughness and rideability scale that quantifies the performance of at-
grade crossings. The scale is based on driver-perceived vehicle response when moving over a 
crossing. Each crossing is assigned a value of 0-5. Table 3.1 summarizes the ratings and their 
corresponding definitions. Appendix C includes a complete sample of the roughness and 
rideability scale.  
Table 3.1. IDOT Roughness and Rideability Scale 
Rating Description 
0 
Vehicle is Severely Jolted - Bad Condition (Nearly Stopped or 10 MPH or 
less) 
1 
Very Uncomfortable- Poor Condition (Urban: 10-15 MPH, Rural: 25-30 
MPH)  
2 Noticeable Jar- Fair Condition (Urban: 30 MPH, Rural: 50 MPH) 
3 Bump Felt- Good Condition (Urban: 30 MPH, Rural: 50 MPH) 
4 Very Slight Bump- Excellent Condition (Urban: 30 MPH, Rural: 50 MPH) 
5 Very Smooth (Urban: 30 MPH, Rural: 50 MPH) 
Crossings that receive a low rating are flagged for potential surface renewal. Ultimately, 
it is up to the district liaison and the railroad company to determine which crossings will be 
renewed. The materials used for the surface renewal is a decision made by the liaison and is 
based on a number of factors, including train volume and speed, AADT, and truck volume. For 
crossings that experience low-tonnage, low-speed trains and heavy vehicular traffic, a Startrack 
crossing with an eight inch (200 mm) thick asphalt underlayment is the preferred surface design. 
The railroad ties do not extend under the Startrack. “Turkey Grit” fiber is also placed between 
the asphalt and concrete to prevent concrete particles from penetrating the asphalt surface. 
Generally, four or five 10-ft (3 m) long ties are set adjacent and parallel to both sides of the 
Startrack to increase stability. For crossings that feature higher-tonnage train traffic, Startrack is 
not permitted. The preferred surface material on crossings that convey high-speed, high-tonnage 
trains and persistent truck traffic is rubber. All crossing surfaces extend eight feet (2.4 m) beyond 
the pavement. When pedestrian facilities are present, crossing surfaces are lengthened based on 
site evaluations. The majority of crossings, irrespective of surface material used, are fitted with 
asphalt underlayment. Although the construction time for crossings varies based on the project’s 
magnitude, most surface renewals are wrapped up in four or five days.  
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Indiana 
 The Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) uses procedures similar to IDOT to 
inform the management of at-grade crossings. The Utilities and Railroad Branch within INDOT 
has jurisdiction over all crossings on state routes. In addition to the representatives in this branch, 
the six districts across the state each have a designated railroad coordinator that oversees projects 
and coordinates utilities within their district. Projects are normally executed after the railroad 
coordinators receive complaints from the public and/or recognize, independently, the need for 
crossing renewal. They then advance a recommendation to the railroad company about the need 
to move forward with rehabilitation. While most projects are deferred to the specific companies, 
the railroad coordinators and central branch representatives may suggest what materials would be 
preferred for upgrades. Recommendations made about material upgrades are usually at the 
discretion of the district coordinators and the branch representatives. Concrete and rubber is the 
most commonly recommended surface throughout the state. In addition, Startrack tubs are used 
sparingly, and only on slow-moving, light tonnage tracks where train traffic is less than 10 mph. 
Upgrades are typically funded using state, county, or city funds. Indiana’s allocation from the 
Section 130 fund ($7.2 million per annum) is used only on projects that involve signaling. No 
designated funding is available for at-grade crossing projects. 
Iowa 
The Iowa Department of Transportation (IaDOT) first instituted an at-grade crossing 
management program in 1973 with the introduction of the Grade Crossing Surface Repair Fund. 
At that time, an annual allocation of $600,000 was set aside for surface renewal projects. In 
1983, the program was revised into a structure that remains today. Today, it is referred to as the 
“60-20-20” program. The “60-20-20” name references the distribution of funding responsibility 
for surface renewal projects. The Grade Crossing Surface Repair Fund covers 60 percent of 
project costs, while 20 percent is funded by the railroad and 20 percent by the jurisdictional 
agency. The Grade Crossing Repair Fund now allocates $900,000 each year for surface repair. In 
addition to the $900,000 set aside for surface repair, additional funding comes from the Section 
130 Fund, which provides $1 million a year for transportation safety improvement projects. 
While the Section 130 fund was not originally intended to underwrite surface repair, the federal 
government determined that it could legally be used in this manner because surface repair is a 
matter of public safety. Typically, $300,000 of the available funds is used for grade crossing 
surface renewal. The Grade Crossing Repair Fund is used primarily for material reimbursement, 
providing $400 per linear foot for materials, which include: the surface, rail, ballast, ties, welds, 
and premium fasteners. On rare occasions, funding comes from money allocated for signals, 
which totals $3-4 million annually. Typically, funds designated for surface repair are withdrawn 
in $500,000 increments from this source. Crossing renewal projects located on city and county 
roads are covered primarily by the Grade Crossing Surface Repair Fund, while projects on state 
roads are covered by the Section 130 fund. In 2004, the waiting list for surface renewals was 
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nearly 10 years. In an effort to maximize the number of renewal projects executed throughout the 
year, the Section 130 fund was designated specifically for grade crossing renewal projects. As a 
result, significantly more crossing renewal projects are completed on a yearly basis, and the 
waiting time has diminished substantially; this shift in policy has eliminated the waiting list, with 
all projects now being evaluated based on their own merits. A sample of pertinent documents 
regarding the Grade Crossing Surface Repair Fund is included in Appendix D. 
A ranking system is used to evaluate which crossing surface renewal projects should be 
prioritized. The prioritization of renewal projects depends on 19 factors specified by the IaDOT. 
These factors include: 
 
1. Vehicles reduced speed   
2. Tie condition 
3. Vehicles weaving      
4. Rail stability 
5. Rideability          
6. Fouled ballast 
7. Header area         
8. Drainage pattern 
9. Elevation differential    
10. ADT 
11. Approach profile      
12. Percent of Trucks 
13. Cross section        
14. Number of Trucks 
15. Approach pavement     
16. Speed Limit 
17. Surface deterioration    
18. Number of daily trains 
19. Surface stability 
Once potential renewal projects have been identified, the jurisdictional agency and railroad 
negotiate an agreement to finalize payment distribution. A written notification – called an 
Exhibit A agreement – is then sent to IaDOT. This agreement includes the American Association 
of Railroads—Department of Transportation (AAR-DOT) crossing number, the estimated cost of 
the repair, and a statement that confirms the railroad and the jurisdiction have each agreed to pay 
20 percent of the repair costs. A sample of an Exhibit A agreement is provided in Appendix E. 
The IaDOT is charged with resolving whether the work constitutes a surface repair project and is 
therefore eligible for funds provided by the Grade Crossing Surface Repair Fund. If permitted, 
the department issues agreement papers to the jurisdictional agency and the railroad. Upon 
completion of the project, the department determines if the work was performed satisfactorily. 
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Once all aspects of the project have concluded, the department assumes 60 percent of the total 
cost of the project. The remaining 40 percent is split evenly between the jurisdictional agency 
and the railroad. Choices about which grade crossings merit rehabilitation take place one year in 
advance of project execution.  
  
The Iowa grade crossing management program began with a primary phase. During this 
primary phase, between 29 and 33 crossings were completed per construction period. A 
declining number of crossings have been targeted for renewal every year due their increased life 
cycles. All public crossings throughout Iowa funded by the Grade Crossing Repair Fund and/or 
the Section 130 fund adhere to a uniform construction and design method. All crossings are 
modeled as mainline crossings to account for future growth and increased loads. Appendix F 
contains the Primary Road Grade Crossing Study form. Premium surfaces are used for all 
projects – primarily rubber and concrete panels. It is recommended that concrete panels extend 
two ft (0.6 m) from highway pavement. Each crossing features a five ft (1.5 m) cut design, which 
is a cut made five ft (1.5m) outside of the tie on each side to facilitate compaction. Approach 
distance extends 60-80 ft (18-24 m) from the railroad track in both directions to ensure that the 
crossing is level. Normally, a total of six hours is allotted for construction from the time the rail 
is cut to the time the panel is laid. Clean ballast is laid roughly 20 ft (6 m) from the outside of the 
panels and corners are blown to increase compaction and improve drainage. One layer of ballast 
is pre-compacted to accommodate initial settlement. 
 For crossings that feature asphalt underlayment, the asphalt is placed in a truck during 
the excavation phase so it is ready for application following ballast compaction. Initial tamping 
takes place on the first day. The track is then left exposed to overnight loads before being tamped 
again the following day. This helps with compaction and lessens initial settlement. The 
maximum settlement that has been observed following this procedure is 1/8 in (3 mm). Typical 
crossings contain a 12-in. (300 mm) thick asphalt underlayment. The edges of the premium 
surface panels are sealed with oil to keep water in the edges to avoid freeze thaw. No ties are 
included under the concrete panels. A 20-ft (6 m) asphalt approach outside of the panel is 
specified. Currently, three ft (0.9 m) panels are used. However, there have been mounting calls to 
use nine ft (2.7 m) panels to eliminate seams. Pandrol clips are used at all crossings. During 
construction, IaDOT has authority to specify detour routes and waive detour routes if they are 
unneeded. A member of IaDOT is present during all phases of construction to ensure that the 
project progresses according to plan.  
Georgia  
    In an effort to develop a more manageable statewide at-grade crossing management program, 
in July 2002 the Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) was given full responsibility to 
ensure compliance with the Official Code of Georgia (O.C.G.A.), Sections 32-6-190, 202, and 
203 with respect to at-grade crossing maintenance. O.C.G.A. Section 32-6-190 states, “Any 
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railroad whose track or tracks cross public road at-grade shall have a duty to maintain such grade 
crossings in such condition as to permit the safe and reasonable passage of public traffic. Such 
duty of maintenance shall include that portion of the public road lying between the track or 
tracks and for two feet beyond the ends of the crossties on each side and extending four feet 
beyond the traveled way or flush with the edge of a paved shoulder, whichever is greater, of such 
crossing.” With the adoption of this new management structure, responsibility for potential grade 
crossing surface renewal projects on all public roads was designated based on one of three 
scenarios. The first scenario, in which all of the maintenance requirements are confined within 
the limits of the grade crossing, delegates full responsibility to the railroad company. Under the 
second scenario, the governing authority assumes full responsibility. This scenario encompasses 
maintenance requirements that take place entirely beyond the crossing limits. In the State of 
Georgia, governing authority refers to a municipality, county, or state agency. Responsibility for 
maintenance work that falls under the jurisdiction of the railroad and the governing agency is 
split between both parties. Developing full cooperation between the railroad and governing 
agency is critical to finish the maintenance in a timely and effective manner. While individual 
maintenance projects are left in the hands of the governing agency or the railroad, the Georgia 
Department of Transportation is ultimately responsible for the oversight to verify that projects 
are completed under specified standards. GDOT has issued a set of policies for those projects 
that affect public roads and are the responsibility of a railroad company. A separate set of 
policies has been issued for projects that take place on the state highway system and are 
completed cooperatively by a railroad and a governing agency. The policies and procedures for 
each of these scenarios are sketched out in the following sections of the report. 
Policies for Grade Crossing Maintenance on All Public Roads 
 GDOT has administered a set of policies and procedures for grade crossing renewal 
projects that are completed and funded by the railroad companies. Provisions included in the 
Georgia Code ensure that GDOT maintains control over these projects despite not having direct 
responsibility. O.C.G.A. Sections 32-6-190, 2202, and 203 declares that if a governing authority 
requests the maintenance of a grade crossing, and a railroad does not comply, the governing 
authority can submit a written request for review by GDOT. Once the request has been 
submitted, GDOT determines if the maintenance is needed. If the maintenance is necessary, 
GDOT orders the railroad company to complete the specified work or be subject to civil penalty. 
Formal written requests to the Department carry with them a filing fee of $500 per crossing, and 
each request must contain all relevant information regarding the maintenance work that will be 
performed, including the highway, street, or roadway name and number where the crossing is 
located, the USDOT crossing inventory number, a detailed description of the problem with the 
grade crossing, and all correspondence between the railroad and the governing authority. After 
receiving the request, the Department investigates the matter, and within 30 days of receiving the 
written request determines if the maintenance should be completed. The investigation may 
include engineering analysis of the grade crossing and on-site inspections with an appropriate 
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railroad official. Within 30 days of the railroad company’s ordered completion date, the 
Department reviews the work to determine if the guidelines provided by the order have been met. 
Failure to comply with the order guidelines may result in a civil penalty in the amount of $500 
per day from 30 days after the receipt of the order until compliance has been achieved. In an 
effort to maintain a level of consistency on all crossings, GDOT has prepared a set of design 
guidelines that must be observed by railroad companies for crossing maintenance projects.  
 
Policies for Grade Crossing Maintenance on the State Highway System 
 Railroad companies and a representative governing agency work cooperatively to 
complete grade crossing maintenance projects that take place on the Georgia State Highway 
System. The District Utilities Engineer is used as the primary contact for GDOT and is 
responsible for coordinating activities with the Department Area Engineer and a representative 
from the railroad.  The railroad representative provides the Area Engineer with notification of 
pending projects, and an agreement on the scope of work is then hammered out. The agreement 
may include a scheduled work plan, proposed detour plan, and railroad contact names and phone 
numbers. The Area Engineer then relays the finalized work plan to the District Utilities Engineer, 
who releases the plan to the District Communications Office for public notification. For work 
that extends across both GDOT’s and the railroad’s jurisdiction, coordinating efforts in 
performing such maintenance activities as milling, inlay, resurfacing, and traffic control as 
needed. Typically, the railroad notifies the Area Engineer of proposed maintenance plans at a 
minimum of 15 days prior to project commencement. For maintenance that requires road closure, 
the Area Engineer has the responsibility of deciding how long to keep the detour route opened 
for. After the maintenance activities have been completed, the Area Engineer inspects the work 
to ensure it complies with the terms that were agreed to.  
 
Michigan 
    Section 462.309 of the Michigan Railroad Code contains guidelines that the state uses to 
determine grade crossing jurisdiction, and it ultimately serves as the basis for governing renewal 
and rehabilitation projects. The code specifies that the railroad company owns and is responsible 
for maintaining, renewing, and repairing all railroad roadbed, track, and culverts lying between 
the rails and for a distance of one foot beyond the end of the ties. Accordingly, all maintenance-
related expenses are incurred by railroads. The appropriate road authority is responsible for 
maintaining and renewing the remaining portions of the street or highway at the crossing. Act 
354 of the Railroad Code confers responsibility for the full cost of maintaining and repairing 
existing crossings to the party that initiates the work. Before starting rehabilitation projects, the 
Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) and a railroad company enter into a Master 
Agreement that establishes the distribution of responsibility as defined by the Railroad Code. 
MDOT holds complete jurisdiction over public highways existing on the state highway network. 
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Highways and roadways under the jurisdiction of various counties, cities, and villages are 
controlled by the local road authority. All projects, regardless of the parties that are directly 
involved, are supervised by MDOT, and the scope of the work must be agreed upon by the 
department before the project gets underway. 
MDOT maintains an extensive grade crossing inventory that includes general crossing 
data as well as performance criteria. For each crossing, performance is characterized based on a 
rating scale from one to five, where one signifies excellent condition and five, poor condition, a 
surface in need of immediate repair. Three elements of the crossing receive an individual rating 
based on current performance. These three criteria include: grade crossing surface performance, 
roadway approach performance, and automatic device/signage performance. Subsequent train 
and traffic information is provided. Crossings that feature low ratings on the rating scale are 
given high priority for maintenance and rehabilitation. A sample of a typical Grade Crossing 
Maintenance Review is located in Appendix G. 
 
West Virginia  
 In West Virginia, the rehabilitation and maintenance of highway-railway at-grade 
crossings is primarily handled by the Utilities Section of the Right-of-Way Division in the state’s 
Department of Highways. While the representatives that manage railroad work throughout the 
state are a part of the Department of Highways, they have vast experience and possess an 
intimate knowledge of the railroad industry. For most highway/railway at-grade crossing 
rehabilitation projects, the West Virginia Department of Transportation (WVDOT) covers the 
cost of material upgrades only. Any other cost, including labor, is borne by the railroad 
company. For crossing rehabilitation projects that include upgrades, funding is provided solely 
by the Section 130 funds. West Virginia is allotted $2 million per year as part of the Section 130 
program, and this annual allotment is used specifically to upgrade crossing safety. Along with 
providing funds for surface upgrades, WVDOT finances asphalt underlayment, traffic control, 
drainage pipe, and tie differential. In all, WVDOT disburses a total of $150 per track for at-grade 
crossing rehabilitation projects. No state funds for railroad work are set aside for railroad, unless 
awards are granted for special projects. 
 An average of nine crossings are rehabilitated with asphalt underlayments each year. In 
2013, 14 crossings were slated for renewal. WVDOT standards dictate that the minimum 
crossing service life should be 10 years; this enables the railroad company to skip a crossing at 
least once for a five-year maintenance plan. WVDOT takes the initiative in triggering crossing 
rehabilitation projects. Representatives from the Department enlist the work of railroad 
companies when they see a crossing as negatively impacting public safety. A comprehensive 
overview of the West Virginia highway-railway at-grade crossing program is provided by the 
Highway-Railroad Manual maintained by the Utilities Section. This manual contains specific 
information that defines procedures and standards for at-grade crossing rehabilitation projects. 
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Various components of a crossing project are discussed in individual sections of the manual, 
including crossing surfaces and traffic control devices. 
 
 
 
Typical Composite Crossing Surface 
 
 
 
 
 
Typical Concrete Panel Crossing Surface 
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SUMMARY 
   State transportation agencies and private railroad companies have expressed increased interest 
of late in incorporating asphalt underlayments and improved trackbed crossing designs and using 
premium materials in-lieu of traditional all-granular materials. These materials enhance the 
structural capability and waterproofing capacity of areas proximate to a railway/highway 
crossing; they will also extend the service lives of crossing surfaces. Technology-based design 
parameters and crossing management techniques for assessing optimal engineering solutions are 
now common practice for agencies responsible for crossing management and oversight. 
Numerous transportation agencies and organizations have issued guidelines and standards for the 
proper design and construction techniques for railway/highway at-grade crossings, including 
AASHTO, AREMA, FRA, FHWA, MUTCD, and several states. Comprehensive information 
was summarized for the States of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Georgia, Michigan, and West Virginia. 
These selected states have been successful in developing standard at-grade crossing management 
practices.  
 
 
 
Typical Timber/Asphalt Crossing Surfac 
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Appendix B 
Illinois Commerce Commission Grade Crossing 
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Appendix C 
Indiana Department Of Transportation 
Roughness/Rideability Scale Sample 
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Appendix D 
Iowa Department Of Transportation Grade Crossing 
Surface Repair Fund Sample 
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Appendix E 
Iowa Department Of Transportation Exhibit A 
Sample 
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Appendix F 
Iowa Department Of Transportation Primary Road 
Grade Crossing Study Sample 
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Appendix G 
Michigan Department Of Transportation Grade 
Crossing Maintenance Review 
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